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CDC Is Causing a US National Security Threat by
“Guiding” COVID-Recovered Americans to Get
Vaccinated?
A Recent Poll By The CDC, On Twitter, Showed that over 70% of Respondents
Believe COVID-Recovered Persons Do Not Need To Be Vaccinated.
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***

Yesterday, 6/25/21, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention put out a poll on social
media. It was a simple statement the agency interrogated as a TRUE/FALSE query: “If you’ve
already had #COVID-19 and recovered, your should still get vaccinated against COVID-19.”

55,559 Twitter members participated in the poll over the course of 24 hrs. With over 70% of
respondents designating the CDC statement as “FALSE”.
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Of course, this is not a “scientific poll”. But it does represent the overall opinion of folks on
Twitter. And we all know how powerful this social media platform is in channeling messages
and revealing public sentiment. To be clear, a President of the United States was elected
and governed based on Twitter messaging. So, I don’t think it’s wise for anyone to ignore
the result of this CDC poll on Twitter.

In my opinion, the results of the CDC poll on vaccination of COVID-recovered Americans is
pointing a serious national security threat.

If you’ve already had #COVID19 and recovered, you should still get vaccinated
against COVID-19.

— CDC (@CDCgov) June 25, 2021

https://twitter.com/hashtag/COVID19?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/CDCgov/status/1408462933793853443?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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But what exactly is the national security threat?

Wherever  government  policy  and  recommendations,  especially  ones  that  are  being
“mandated” and imposed on American citizens, are vastly mismatched from where the
public stands — a serious threat to our republic is revealed.

Now, the CDC “experts” may claim that the public is “misinformed” on this issue. But, of
course, when it comes to vaccination of the COVID-recovered they truly do not have that leg
to stand on either.

In fact, within minutes of the CDC realizing that its Twitter poll is going in the opposite
direction of agency policy, they put out tweet linked to their poll that read: “True! Experts
do not yet know how long you are protected from getting sick again after recovering from
#COVID-19. Get your COVID-19 vaccine as soon as you can.”
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In other words, they “believe” that the American people who responded to their twitter poll
are wrong. And even though their own “experts do not yet know”, they want us to get these
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shots anyway — presumably in what their marketing and PR folks would call an “abundance
of caution”.

Of course, the CDC and its director, Harvard’s Rochelle Walensky, know full well that both
basic clinical/scientific principles AND emerging epidemiological data from Cleveland Clinic,
Cornell University and Israel show that the COVID-recovered and naturally immune stand to
gain little to no benefit from added vaccination.

In fact, to the contrary, though the COVID-19 vaccines do benefit the majority of un-immune
people, they also have a range of unique and terrible risks of injury and harm to a minority
subset of people. These risks include risks of blood clotting, myocarditis and neurological
injury. But even more importantly, the epidemiological data is bearing out that COVID-
recovered  persons  are  at  higher  risk  of  developing  adverse  reactions  to  COVID-19
vaccination.

So, really, wouldn’t acting out of an “abundance of caution” be for CDC NOT to rush into
vaccinating the COVID-recovered Americans? Instead of idiotically stating “True! Experts do
not yet know how long you are protected from getting sick again after recovering from
#COVID-19. Get your COVID-19 vaccine as soon as you can.”

Basically,  CDC is  saying to you,  the American people,  “we don’t  know how long your
immunity will  last,  but even though you are most likely immune and even though this
vaccine  has  some  bad  side-effects  that  might  harm  previously  infected  people
disproportionately — just,  trust us,  go ahead and get the shots….Because we and our
‘experts’ say so…”

And when they are called on their unsafe logic and dangerous clinical “guidance”, they
simply state that they are only “guiding the American public” and that it’s up to private
enterprises and individual choice to make decisions about vaccination.

I CALL BULLSHIT!

The  Biden  administration’s  CDC  is  giving  a  green  light  to  liability  averse  American
enterprises to impose a draconian and incorrect vaccine mandate on millions of Americans
with natural immunity from a prior infection —irrespective of the clear lack of medical
necessity and the very real potential for totally avoidable bodily harm.

To be very clear, CDC is now aware, based on its own Twitter poll, that a vast majority of
people in America are very likely opposed to their policy of indiscriminate vaccination of the
COVID-recovered and already immune — of whom there are literally millions in America.
They are also aware that basic science and clinical judgement tells us that the vast majority
of infected folks ARE well immune (it’s IMMUNOLOGY 101, Dr. Walensky!). AND, they are
aware that strong epidemiological data is showing that naturally infected people are well
protected from re-infection — almost as well as vaccinated folks are protected from de novo
infection.

Dr. Walensky and her colleagues also know that the American people are being mandated
and, in many cases, coerced into getting vaccinated, based on the CDC’s “guidance”, by
private American corporate enterprises and educational institutions — not nefariously, but
because American private enterprises are risk averse and fear liability. So when CDC of FDA
make a “guidance” private enterprises are far more likely to mindlessly create draconian

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.06.01.21258176v2
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2781112
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.04.20.21255670v1
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.02.26.21252096v1
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.02.26.21252096v1
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.02.26.21252096v1
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and harmful policies that provide them with federal level legal defense in court. No matter
how unethical or unsafe the policy at hand may be. Federal “guidances” are not benign
entities, they have moving power on a broad scale!

You  might  ask:  “why is  the  Biden  administration’s  CDC acting  in  such  a  terrible  and
mindlessly dangerous fashion?”

Really, the only rational explanations for the CDC’s dangerous and irrational behavior in
insisting that COVID-recovered folks be vaccinated are the following: a) the agency is not
operating  on  a  well-rounded,  ethical  and  objective  scientific  foundation,  b)  the  agency
“experts” are captured or brain-washed by the vaccine industry and the politics of ego and
professional dynamics and c) the agency believes that the American people are stupid,
misinformed and incapable of making correct choices to preserve their own health, so they
are electing to use a “one-size-fits-all” guidance.

Any one or a combination of the above problems at CDC is a terrible problem and hazard to
the lives of unsuspecting Americans.

But most concerning, as I stated above, is that the result of the CDC Twitter poll points to a
vast and alarming chasm between public opinion and our federal  government’s policy,
guiding no less than a mandated bodily treatment of individual American citizens numbering
in the millions. This problem the Biden administration and its CDC have created and are
handling with mindless imprecision and carelessness is a serious problem of trust. Because
at the root of a functional democratic republic is a requirement for voluntary public trust by
a vast majority of citizens.

By last check when 70% of Americans disagree with a federal government policy affecting
their very bodies — we have a very big national security problem in our republic.

When the people no longer trust government policies, governing bodies fail and fall.

It is tragic to see that the Biden administration, its CDC and its “experts” are failing to see
with clarity that a vast majority of Americans oppose vaccination of COVID-recovered and
naturally immune folks — AND that the feds opening the door to and allowing American
private  enterprises  to  mandate  vaccination,  is  simply  demolishing  public  trust  in  US
government.

It’s  time  for  CDC  to  stop  its  insane  “one-size-fits-all”  vaccine  marketing  campaign  and
become rational and clinically cogent. It’s time for CDC to stop assuming the American
people are either “stupid” or “misinformed”. Because the FDA and CDC are, at the moment,
posing a grave threat to US national security by directly causing the public to lose trust in
government.

I suppose despite the CDC’s goal of creating a marketing tool using the poll it put out on
Twitter yesterday, the fact that the poll was put out is a good thing. Because it provides an
opportunity and window for CDC leaders and the Biden administration to correct a huge
political and public health error they are making in this vaccine campaign.

Alas, I don’t think CDC and its leaders and “experts” are smart and savvy enough to see the
problem they are causing.

My prediction is that CDC’s PR apparatus will spin the results of this Twitter poll to claim that
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the American people are being misled by “misinformation” from nefarious players, foreign
or domestic…Or maybe they’ll try to claim that the 70% respondents are Russian, Chinese
or Iranian spies and bots. But, the majority of the American people are on to that stale old
narrative that’s born in elitist echo-chambers that are tearing the foundation of America
apart.

Unfortunately for the Biden administration’s CDC, Twitter is actually manned mostly by
Americans. And most Americans are calling the CDC on its vaccine BS using their own
Twitter poll.

In summary, I write here for the record and to publicly warn the Biden administration, the
CDC and FDA of a grave national security error they are committing by their “one-size-fits-
all” approach to COVID-19 vaccination of the COVID-recovered in the United States — in a
setting where millions of such Americans are being forced and coerced into getting shots
they believe (correctly) do not benefit them, and might harm them.

*
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